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Swami:  Has everybody understood the Five Elements? Any 
questions on the Elements? 
 
Nityaananda: Many people here have been charged with the 
elements here through initiations with you, through meditations, it is 
still valuable for them to do the process themselves, for 41 days, 108 
times?  Not necessary? 
 
Swami:  Charging means it’s charged.  Whatever it is, it is but you 
have to only remember the mantras.   
 
Student:  Must I always decharge with the mantra I’m using, or can I 
use the fire mantra when I use the earth mantra for decharging? 
 
Swami:  That’s a good question.  I can answer that question to you 
later.  To you decharge, you can use, I hope Ann explained when 
you’re decharging with the sand, using your thumb on the ground, 
you no need to chant all the mantras with whatever you’re doing.  
Suppose fire mantra, water mantra, you can take your own guru, 
guru, paramaguru, you hook that, it’s only one word is enough, om 
guru guru paramaguru to charge, to decharge - the thought is very 
important; you’re charging or you’re decharging, you understand?   
 
When you’re chanting om guru guru paramaguru, in your heart, you 
must have huge commanding on all the prayers, you know them 
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exactly, you understand?  Once if you pick up, Om Guru Guru 
Paramaguru, you have to be so confident on the prayer, you know 
one hundred percent all the prayers, without that you can’t choose 
Om Guru Guru Paramaguru.  For example, if I want to give a healing 
with the First Earth Mantra and I can’t remember it, it’s not good.  
You need to know clearly.  Don’t use Om Lingastakam needum 
punyam, that prayer, it is only for yourself, you have to be in the 
nature, by yourself, or in a park, or in your room, closing the door, 
alone.  It’s a very turning point there.  I’m so proud of you Ann, 
thank you so much.  Now we jump, there’s not much time. (everyone 
getting ready to draw yantra) It is very complicated if you make 
yourself confused, everything step by step…we discussion three 
steps of the illusions: number one, number two, number three.  
Number one, what is it, Clint Thompson? 
 
Nityaananda:  The first illusion stage is you’re doing and you don’t 
feel anything. 
 
Swami:  You’re doing it, but you don’t know what it is. Second one, 
you know something is there but you don’t know what it is. Third 
one you are developing it, your energy - you proved, you made it 
hook, then you are developing it.  Those are the illusion stages then 
we can discussion that. In the Bhairavi Techniques, some guys gave 
advice to change the title, a little interesting to me, why can’t we put 
Paramshiva Yoga?  Ok?   
 
Student:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  Thanks.  In India I can call it whatever I want it.  In Tantrics, 
I explained higher stages.  In Pradhama stage, does anyone have any 
questions?  I want to know. I’m asking some people seriously 
questions.  Clint, what is your understanding of the Pradhama stage?   
 
Nityaananda:  It has to do with developing two things.  One is 
becoming sensitive to the vibrations, to knowing what’s there but 
beyond that it has to do with balancing the emotions, staying in 
balance, being steady. 
 
Swami:  Is it right? 
 
Jonathan:  Primarily for healing broken hearts, emotional distress, 
like that, for balancing also, but for healing emotional pain. 
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Swami:  What is second stage, Truthiya,  Paul? 
 
Paul:  The second stage really deals with fear and paranoia. 
 
Swami:  What is the third stage Virginia? 
 
Virginia:  You begin to work with and see spirits, divine souls and 
angels. 
 
Swami:  Great.  What is the meaning of spirit? 
 
Virginia: The spirit is a person who is alive and they have an accident 
and they suck huge negativity, fear, or heartbreak, some huge 
negativity when they die… their spirit may not go on to heaven or 
into the light, and so their soul becomes a negative spirit that is 
bound on earth. 
 
Swami:  Wonderful.  What does it mean by soul?  What is the 
relationship between the mind, and the soul, and your heart, and 
your brahma consciousness?  Are they the same, or enemies or 
friends; what is the relationship between them? Brahma 
Consciousness means what it implements, what it is giving strong 
force to your soul to making the strong, giving the energy to the soul, 
making it done - what your soul say to you, the good things.  It will 
develop through your meditation power and your Master giving the 
shaktipat to your Brahma Consciousness. What is difference between 
the mind and soul Philip? 
 
Philip:  One’s natural and one’s supernatural. 
 
Swami:  What’s natural, what is not supernatural? 
 
Philip:  You once said the soul is a pot of cosmic energy, and the 
mind deals with the thing of the natural world and the soul deals 
with things of the supernatural world. 
 
Swami: I’m not completely satisfied that – twenty percent.  Virginia?  
These questions will help when you’re teaching to your students.  I’m 
teaching my way of Indian tradition talking. You can make it in the 
western worlds in a beautiful way to explain your students. Certain 
minds they can do some wonders, some mind resistance power. 
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Suppose if someone read a letter like one time, then later, exactly they 
can say it pin to pin, another person, he can’t.  What is the difference?  
I’m giving a clue, hint, to make you understand.   
 
Virginia:  It’s possibly due to the focus power.   
 
Swami:  Is it mind or soul? 
 
Virginia:  The soul, it’s coming of course from the soul, but the mind 
has a strong resistance to be able to receive that energy in a very 
focused way and to concentrate all the way with that energy to make 
whatever they want to come strongly. 
 
Swami:  It’s one part good.  Explain to me more the details.  Why I’m 
asking there, once if you start to see the divisions, the mind is gate 
door to your soul, without mind, you can’t go to the soul - golden 
gate to the soul.  First the mind is seeing it, if the mind wants to send 
to the soul, it can send it.  With the mind can make it disappear.  The 
mind is the golden gate to the soul.  How to deal with the mind in the 
meditation, Virginia? 
 
Virginia: You gave different stages of meditation at the silence 
meditation program.  One way is to concentrate through mantras, 
through using a mantra to silence the mind, then after awhile the 
mind can be on it’s own channel, then you can start taking direct 
another channel to receive the cosmic energy, or through your soul’s 
energy.  If the mind is going on a side channel with the mantra 
automatic then it’s completely down, it’s not giving you side 
thoughts. 
 
Swami:  How the mind comes down? 
 
Virginia:  Through concentrating on the mantra. 
 
Swami:  Here, important turning point.  Suppose me, I’m doing 
Gayatri mantra, chanting and chanting and chanting, then without 
your notice your mind is sucking the high vibrations you are 
creating.  Once if you started to create the vibration energy, then later 
on, you’re gone.  You can’t remember, your mind don’t have that 
much resistance power to remember your mantra, it comes a lapse 
for twenty, thirty minutes.  Who goes in the deepest meditation 
chanting one mantra, it goes take off, it stays there, and comes down.  
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Once you chant the mantra, don’t put too much attention to Brahma 
Consciousness, “Ok, Swami told me to do this mantra for three 
hours…” don’t make it push it, relax, take it easy.  Start to chant it, 
once if you take off, if you forgot the mantra, keep it there, whatever 
it brings…after twenty, thirty minutes later, again pick ups.  It goes 
down, again certain stage later, again huge mind tired, means huge 
energy created.  Without your notice, it brings you huge silence, 
that’s the best, that’s the turning point.   Once you are in the drowsy, 
huge trance stage, you have to use your Brahma Consciousness, it’s 
always working, at that time you have to pull your intention what 
you really want, pull your intention. At the time ninety-five percent, 
you, with your mind and body, your soul, is completely beyond the 
limits.  You’re such a ghananda, such a high enjoy peaceful stage, 
highest melting divine energy is growing in you.  You’re in a divine 
state at the time.  In the divine stage, whatever your intention, there 
is a huge chance you can fulfill the desire.   
 
Some people, mostly, any famous persons in the universe.  Why is 
one person getting so famous, one not getting famous?  They’re 
always putting the work to the mind, there’s always huge silence, 
something very deeply working.  Who talks too much, their mind 
power goes down and the soul power also goes down.  Never ever 
talk too much, especially who reached certain spiritual stages, if 
you’re talking too much, you’re losing your energy.  You’re creating 
a lot of strange vibrations - less talk, more work. 
 
Under the drowsy stage, suck your intention at the time, it’s the best 
time, once if it has come down, take your personal mantra, whatever 
your favorite God, bring their picture, you need something opposite.  
Take a picture, generally gurusthan it will be like this. (draws 
gurusthan structure in 3rd eye).    
 
Many people have the confusion what is the difference between the 
Brahma Consciousness and the Gurusthan.  How many people know 
Brahma kundalini yantra?  It’s important - Sri Chakra is one hundred 
percent.  So in the Gurusthan we can see these structures, then the 
visions, how it starts?  Generally the Shiva have like that structure, 
there is a chance you can get this (Swami is drawing). If you see the 
crescent moon, very good vision, than only one line. If you see in the 
Shiva top of his head the crescent moon, some people once if they 
started to see his energy, to find his energy… he’s like a global 
person, you can’t see what it is, where is the beginning, where is the 
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end, it’s complete rotation, then certain points, certain stage, they 
started to see.  Once if they see few seconds, it means you’re one 
hundred percent you can hook his energy. Cobra, how many people 
have the dreams the cobras is following your back, they bite, or the 
cobras is there in your dreams, or the tiger is there at your back but 
you can’t run, you have no resistance power?  Be honest.  Something 
dangerous coming, you’re running but you have no resistance power 
in your body, you’re so tired, like that. 
 
Nityaananda:  Huge snake coming in front, and I know it’s going to 
bite me in the face and I can’t move, I can’t do anything beyond fear. 
 
Swami:  Good symptoms.  To be honest, it makes your soul huge 
shaking attention.  Look, why are you putting on Baba, on the head, 
the cobras?  Who can tell one hundred percent answer will get really 
good gift from me.   If they give wrong answer, they have to give gift 
whatever I ask.  Who have one hundred percent confident answer?  
Why on the backside of Baba, Lord Shiva, or Vishnu they put huge 
cobras, some divine person sitting in meditation, the cobras is 
around, why? 
 
Jonathan:  Protection. 
 
Swami:  It’s wrong. 
 
Student:  To suck the negativity they come? 
 
Swami:  It’s wrong.  There’s the deepest meaning.  You know what 
you have to give to me gifts?  I’m giving twenty-four hours time, tell 
me tomorrow. 
 
Ramakrishna:  Because who approaches that God, you can’t 
approach without having some awareness of what you’re coming up 
to.  You have to be aware the divine energy is there, otherwise it 
can’t… 
 
Swami:  You’re very close explain more. 
 
Ramakrishna:  The divine energy, if you don’t know how to handle it, 
it can hurt you, it can come back. 
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Swami:  No, if we see Baba, if we see him in meditation, most 
probably what do you see, Baba face or the cobra faces?   
 
Virginia:  I see the cobras. 
 
Swami:  That’s good energy, good capture in soul.  Listen, on the top 
of the head, they made a demon face, on an Indian sculpture, on this 
designing, like teeth, huge eyes, anywhere in Indian temples 
wherever you go they makes, first make a little shake, “What is this?” 
It’s not a demon it’s one type of goddess it’s an angel turned that 
way.  Even a soft person if he got angry, you change like, making 
little fighting, again it’s negativity, one part.  One part to suck the 
humans, who any souls comes to going and fixing in their third-eye, 
once if they started to see, imagine, first they started to see entire 
thing. Once if you go, even you’re watching Baba, most of the 
humans, normal humans, they started to see the cobra, how many 
heads…  Once if you started to make the lines, this side and that side, 
the lions is also a type of visions.   
 
In Shirdi, why did Baba his Samadhi, everything you have to observe 
in the Indian tradition, whatever they put it, there’s a huge reason.  
There’s a lot of this conversations that happened already from 
hundreds of thousands of years and they proved, suppose like 
vaastu, what I’m doing experiments, finally I’m giving my own ideas, 
this is perfect what already they done, what I am doing it, my 
experience, I’m giving lot of information.   
 
In Shirdi, his Samadhi, where Baba sits, the statue, you can see this 
way one lion, this way two lions is hitting in his back.  Who is having 
the lines it’s one part its called they’re like big man’s, like emperors, 
commanders; huge energy persons taking the lion with them around. 
They have huge power on the lion, “Ok sit, sit, stand, stand, jump, 
jump, dance, dance… good.”  It means, why they put the symbols?  
Once you started sitting to the Baba in meditation thinking on him, 
first he’s saying, his circumstance whatever he have the protections,  
the cobras also giving huge peace to Shiva. This full moon, number 
one, huge aura, you can’t see that if you started to meditate and 
meditate and meditate…  Certain few people can see the aura.  If you 
completed the twenty-first stages, each person can see their own aura 
how much it is increasing, staying there, coming down.  You can feel 
it.  I’m not kidding, wait and see… like a cobra sometimes the cobras 
is like mercury.   
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If you go in divine temple, first they observe the cobras…  Have you 
ever seen Mother Divine with the teeth outside?  Where you seen it?  
To divine persons, you will know the divine energy, but here we 
have to accept.  To be honest, I don’t want to make a comment on this 
symbol…  If you start to see this symbol in your visions what feelings 
guys?  Clint Thompson? 
 
Clint Thompson:  It’s a crucifix it’s a sign of Christ.  It feels good to 
see that. 
 
Swami:  Whole people they feel a little uncomfortable with the blood, 
bleeding cross.  Who is opposite to Christianity? 
 
Student:  The Jews. 
 
Swami:  They don’t like the Christianism?  I need to know the 
difference. 
 
Virginia:  It’s kind of like Buddhism and Hinduism.  Buddha revolted 
against the system of Brahmanism, all the rules before it stop.  He 
changed to a new way.  The Jewish tradition, Jesus of that blood line, 
but went a new way to free the people. 
 
Philip Lipetz:  There’s no evidence in Bible that Jesus wanted to break 
down Judaism. 
 
Jonathan:  Jesus expanded the old Judaism, very close relationship 
between Jews and Christianity. 
 
Swami:  Here if you start to see all the symbols, through the symbols, 
you can see the God.  You know what is this? (Om)  How it came?  
Who found it?  In the visions, in your third eye, in the gurusthan,  
these are the famous symbols in Indian tradition:  Trisula, Suryinadi 
(vision), Shanmuka, Grumoka, Neembakha…any culture anywhere, 
where all the human beings, isn’t it?  Any human being, once they 
started, there’s a chance… already I selected nine my favorite yantras.  
Shiva everybody know in the universe number four. Lord Vishnu 
everyone knows in the five, Mother Divine everybody knows the 
number was six.  There’s a famous people, but poor guy Brahma he 
didn’t release his yantra in the universe.  (numbers referring to chart)  
He’s a creator, he’s a guy unstable, very difficult to find his symbol. 
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What I wrote with my hand it has to burn, I’m burning it.  This is 
only the skeleton frame guys, from the skeleton frame unbelievable 
structures again started to build up, but that’s not important. The 
seed is very important.  Suppose wherever you go in Indian tradition 
they wrote, Om.  Nobody have one hundred percent idea what is the 
meaning of the Om.  Why is it necessary to put Om in each mantra?   
 
Student:  When you chant the Om, it is pictured like circles within 
circles in ancient times, like a yantra. 
 
Swami:  In Indian tradition, in Sanskrit, you can see that.  Here what 
they wrote the ancient people, they’re so clever, suppose, Peter 
Miller, Peter James Miller, they wrote instead of writing the English, 
James Adam Miller, they wrote “James” in Telugu word, “Ma” they 
put Sanskrit, “K” they put Telugu word, “Jen” they put Hindi words, 
“kins” they put Kannada word. That’s the way of their style to 
writing.  If you start to read, “Hey, what is this, this letter is different 
language, Sanskrit, Telugu, Kannada…” Sanskrit and Hindi is 
similar, Telugu and Kannada are similar.  The most difficult language 
is what I experienced, Telugu.   In India there are near four hundred 
languages.   
 
They created the symbols, they implemented, they founded their 
own way.  Why they done like that much research? They didn’t that 
information to anyone else.  Suppose if I know Telugu, I’m a master, 
Telugu and Kannada master, another tradition person can’t 
understand what they wrote, then finally some hundreds, thousands 
of years later, again one hundred years back they came together, 
working together, then they found the study of both languages and 
put it…an interesting subject. 
 
Students in meditation for a few minutes 
 
Swami:  Is there anybody seeing pyramids in your life, going and 
meditating under the dome?  
 
Students:  Mexico, Egypt. 
 
Swami:  What is your experience Lothar in Egypt?  What is there?  
Why they built the pyramids? 
 
Lothar:  They built the pyramids to connect with God. 
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Swami:  What tradition is the belief? 
 
Lothar: It’s the belief of the Pharoah that when the body is in 
pyramid, soul can come back for another life. 
 
Swami:  It’s called mummy’s?   
 
Lothar: Yes. 
 
Swami:  Is their belief that if they kept the dead body inside, one day 
the spirit will again come inside?  The soul will come back to the 
body?  
 
Lothar:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  Any proof of evidence that happened?  
 
Lothar:  No.   
 
Ramakrishna:  When they found the pyramids, the mummies were 
still inside. 
 
Swami:  How many dead bodies?   
 
Ramakrishna: Not so much, they were built for the kings and royalty. 
 
Student:  They’re finding more and more recently out in the fields. 
 
Ramakrishna:  In Mexico, they did the same thing. 
 
Swami:  I went to Mexico and seen the big Jesus Temple in Mexico 
City, a really gorgeous temple.  Is there any tradition in pyramids, 
sacrificing the bloods, the human beings? Why giving the sacrifice 
Philip? 
 
Philip:  To get the power.   
 
Swami:  In which tradition it is? 
 
Philip:  Mexican, American. 
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Swami:  Is there any proof? 
 
Philip: …the Spaniards, the best sacrifice, they would take one person 
and treat him like a king and give him everything for one year and 
then take him to the top of the pyramid and cut out his heart while it 
was still beating.  They believed the higher the person, the better the 
sacrifice, the king, someone they treated like a king, much more 
powerful. 
 
Swami: How many people heard that type of story in Mexican 
tradition?   Hmm, a lot…  Pyramids, no doubt it’s incredible energy,  
through the pyramids, anybody seen God or Goddesses in the 
pyramids when meditating?  Lothar? 
 
Lothar: Not to me, just strong, heavy energy, other people have 
strong visions of beings coming to them. 
 
Swami:  The visions, once if we jump here, then we can talk a lot of 
visions.  Any pyramid in the universe, when they started to build, 
generally they takes some power objects. Without power objects the 
ancient, any pyramid in the universe, highly impossible to build.  
Number one logic point, what my experience…  The same vibrations, 
same feelings, same energy, even though our Temple is not like a 
pyramid, still just one big structure we built as a pyramid, still it 
sucks the huge vibrations, transfer, but even if you meditate on the 
lawn you can get same vibrations near, near, same heavy, same 
peaceful, mind calms down.  Here, making the mind calms down, 
that is the biggest turning point in your spirituality to receive highest 
cosmic power. That’s why they built the pyramids, just mind, making 
it relax. The vibrations automatically brings you (snaps) trance, you 
no need to chant a mantra, you no need to think anything, just if you 
go inside, that energy inside flowing brings you so heavy. Some 
pyramids you cannot go inside, it is high, you have to climb.   
 
On the top of, if you climb, generally there, I told in the vaastu 
principle, on the top of any mountain, not only a pyramid, any 
mountain if you go there, if you sat in meditation, incredible same 
experience – highest energy vibrations. For example, if you go on the 
top of Tirupati Hill, Lord Venkateshwara, it’s already some 
thousands of thousands feet height. If you go to the Sri Sailam, it’s 
thousands of feet height than the sea level, highest pure cosmic 
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vibrations.  I told it when we started to meditate which direction is 
best, Clint Thompson? 
 
Clint:  Facing the east. 
 
Swami:  Then? 
 
Clint: North, west, south. 
 
Swami:  If you regularly sleep three months, or five months or nine 
months with head to the north, you can’t gain spiritual highest 
healing power to your soul, and it makes you a little irritable, angry, 
easily to bring you to depression. I tested a lot and I figured out 
myself my experiences. If you want you can do your own 
experiences, it is best to face north or east to do your practices.   
 
The pyramids, they built it, but once if your mind has calmed down, 
then the visions start to flow in you.  You have to pull with your 
intention the visions.  Just if you go blindly there, ok I’m going to see 
a pyramid to meditate, you went there, you sat in the meditation six 
or seven hours, you came out, you feel so peaceful - it’s meaningless.  
You need some techniques to use that energy, that peace of mind, to 
bring something, huge cosmic energy, to fulfill your soul vessel.   
 
Your soul is cosmic energy like a vessel, once you started to put 
energy inside, then your vessel started to expand automatically.  
That’s one hundred percent true.  Your energy resistance power you 
can suck huge automatically. Once if you reach highest cosmic power 
in your soul, even though if you see a cobra suddenly, you won’t feel 
that much fear. Even if you see a tiger your soul is so confident.  
Hmm, how to escape, then you won’t get that much nervous, panic 
attack or unbalanced. Even the big problem came, your soul takes it 
easy, solve it peacefully, such type of will power, resistance power, it 
will improve. 
 
There are systems in the western world, I heard… always somebody 
boosting you, oh you’re great, you’re great, go ahead, go ahead, go 
ahead. It makes hell one part, it doesn’t…my feeling, you have to 
practice yourself, you have to create your own inner, highest peace.  
Ramana Maharshi, Saint in India, who was born in Tirumanavali, in 
Tamil Nadu, from his childhood days, he always sits on the tiger skin 
to meditation.  I think a few of you guys have seen Ramana Maharshi 
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ashram?  Let’s discussion on that part, tiger is a wild animal. Of 
course, it’s wild.  Why they use tiger skin, the wild animal skin, to 
meditate on?  The meditation for the peace, but they’re sitting on the 
wild animal, isn’t it weird Michelle M., what is your feeling? 
 
Michelle M.: (inaudible) 
 
Martin:  The tiger is very much aware; the energy is very strong.  The 
tiger is calm. 
 
Swami:  You’re sure the tiger is calm? I don’t think so.  Tiger is 
always tiger, it never ever believes.  When it is walking it is always 
observing the noise and getting the smell, even if it sleeping. If it 
wakes up, it watches is any food available in the circumstance.  It’s 
always attacking nature. Paul? 
 
Paul:  The tiger generally doesn’t experience fear. 
 
Swami: He hitted the goal ninety-five, ninety-eight percent.  I gave 
the clues, always attacking nature.  Even though it’s a big elephant, 
even if a small tiger, it watches the exact point to get the big animal.  
That’s why especially Mother Divine too, she uses her best, she sits 
on the tiger to travel, but in the universe the best animal to seeing the 
angels in the universe is the tiger.  To that eyes tiger is always seeing 
the angels, because of lot of Mother Divine energy flowing in that, it’s 
natural, it’s created by nature, it’s seeing a lot of spirits, souls, angels.  
Sometimes in the forest, the foxes huge shouting, why are they crying 
and shouting?  Anyone can give the answer, Clint Thompson? 
 
Clint:  I don’t know. 
 
Nancy:  They are the first animal to see the negative souls, spirits. 
 
Swami:  I think already I told this.  Mostly the angels, the divine 
energies the tiger is seeing, than the foxes.  It’s the two, especially the 
dogs, they can smell, they can identify something - that intelligency 
God gave to the dogs, but these two animals can see supernatural 
things automatically.  There are some birds too, but we don’t need to 
discussion that part. That’s why a lot of pujas in ancient periods since 
onwards till now, they will do a lot of pujas with tiger skins, 
whatever yagyams, there’s a lot of stuff in Indian tradition to sucking 
the angels’ power.   
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The Ramana Maharshi he’s always going on the top of the hill, 
Arunchala Hill with his tiger skin, and he’s making on the rocks, 
sitting and meditating, sucking incredible vibrations.  The vibrations 
he’s putting to the tiger.  For a few minutes, a few seconds, the tiger 
skin start to make it alive, that soul get it back, then once if the tiger 
started to see the angels then he’s hooking that angels to seeing it.  
That’s my strongest feeling on that, I researched a lot on that. Once 
even if you started to sit on that, even that skin have such type of 
huge vibrations, it’s always the circumstance have the highest 
vibrations flowing.   
 
We no need to practice on the tiger skins.  Same, similar, huge power 
in the ancient period, power objects: a Shiva lingam, a cross, holy 
herbal oils, etc.  Certain plants in the universe we can rarely find, 
only in certain places it has highest vibrations each leaf, incredible 
vibrations, once if you sacrificed in the fire, the priest doing the 
sankalpam on your name, “So and so name, so and so wife, children, 
I’m sacrificing this one to the fire. Please whatever the energy, send it 
to this person to bless, to make that family happy and peaceful 
forever and ever.” In the Vedas they keep on chanting using the 
herbals and herbal oils, throwing in the fire. Certain herbals it’s 
highly impossible to find in the world, but a few herbals we can find 
in India in the Himalayas.  In the next discussion I want to talk about 
all the herbals. Through the herbals we can also do incredible 
healings, it can purify the negativity from you.  
 
In Hampi there is a big Shiva lingam and a Narasimha statue.  In 
ancient time they covered with a complete sandalwood. Covered 
means they made like doors and a roof, sandalwood.  If you watch to 
that statue, still you can see cold black burning symptoms, there is a 
big religion that came four hundrd years back, they blasted the entire 
sandalwood.  Still you can see some black from the fire.  At the time 
why the sandalwood?  The sandalwood has soft, peaceful, strong 
vibrations.  Once if you make the sandal paste, sit in meditation, if 
you do certain processes with sandal paste, the highest energy 
automatically your hands, from the cosmic.  It’s like a magnet you’re 
putting in the nature, the energy automatically comes to your hands.  
That’s why in Lord Venkateshwara, Tirupati, you can see a big room 
with huge sandal, they’re always grinding, grinding… They takes all 
the sandal each day, huge up and covers to Lord Venkatesh first 
sandalwood and they make to him to take shower.  
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Such type of holiness and divine energy you can suck with that.  So, 
in the nature also certain things is there; we can suck from that some 
cosmic energy.  Already cosmic energy is hidden in that, if we use 
that automatically the cosmic energy we can gain it.  The people, 
what they done with the sandalwood paste I’m giving to everybody 
after doing some process with that. Whenever you start to meditate 
just taking little sandal paste and putting there, (on forehead) 
meditating.  In the pyramids they hid such type of holy, powerful 
herbal, herbal oils, some ancient powerful rocks and powerful 
goddesses statues.  I think in the pyramid they found it, isn’t it? 
 
Lothar:  In the big pyramid they just a found a small statue. 
 
Swami:  Isn’t there a parrot style? In the ancient time in the pyramids 
they were doing prayers to the goddesses.  They’ve seen such type of 
statues in the visions very clearly in the pyramids. They made it.  
Here, these are all skeleton yantras.  From this, there’s a chance in 
your third-eye it started to flow whatever the symbols, in your 
visions you have to pull, keeping on drawing on a piece of paper 
before you go sit in meditation.  Then focus on your meditation. 
There is no guarantee what you’ve drawn will come, but it changes.   
 
Once if it’s coming back and forth, changing and changing and 
changing, you can stay like five, six, ten maximum, depending on 
your soul capability how much you can bring in front of you in your 
third-eye visions, each one whatever you’re seeing clearly. Suppose 
you sat in meditation, you’re in the huge trance, through your 
Brahma consciousness you’re pulling the yantra, whatever you’re 
seeing it like fifteen, twenty, thirty minutes, exactly you can draw it.  
If it is more than the nine lines, forget about it, it won’t help you.  
Even Lord Venkateshwara is an incredible supernatural master, he’s 
a pure avatar to take caring of the entire universe.That’s the strongest 
belief in India, thousands of people visiting every day to his temple.  
His symbol is just nana, fifth one.  The poor guy Shiva, he have only 
three lines, it’s enough, one dot.  
 
Once if you figure out it, you’re only discussioning with your master, 
never with anyone else in your life. If anybody knows you’re 
personal yantra, it’s not that much advisable, not good karma you’re 
gaining, you’re good karma sharing to many people. Many people 
have the huge confusion, what is this yantra, etc.  From this, you can 
create new world, you can create your own kingdom, you can 
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connect the cosmic.  There is a chance in that yantra you can start to 
see inside the angels, like a horse with the huge wings coming at you, 
that’s fine let it come, you’re seeing only Baba picture, that’s fine, 
that’s your personal yantra.  If you’re seeing the Jesus calling you 
with his hands open to hug you, if only cross is coming with dazzling 
light…  when Mother Mary came for hours standing in front of you, 
that’s perfect, she is your personal yantra. 
 
Ganesh:  A person has more than nine lines? 
 
Swami:  It’s ok.  Suppose like Brahma Kundalini Nadi yantra, forget 
that, no way, no chance.  A lot of people started to see electricity, the 
waves, big visions, forget it.  So, you have to pull your personal 
yantra in your life.  That’s the biggest important turning point in 
your spirituality, otherwise so difficult to you to make it understand 
all the stages, the experiences.  You can learn the information, you 
can practice any time in your life, but pulling that, your favorite guru 
or goddess, the symbol, the ancient masters, they found it.   
 
Under the pyramid structures it’s natural any person in the universe 
if they started to sit in the meditation, you can see it.  Inside to me, 
why I put just a dot, that dot means anything can appear inside, 
either Baba face or… it’s not advisable to say before to you.  You have 
to see, it’s the visions you have to see that. You have to see 
permanently one vision, make it alive that tree forever and ever to 
grow like a huge tree.  Baba, in his life he have a swastik.  When he’s 
making his headscarf, generally he makes one flower or some leaves 
on the top of his head then he makes it. Before he charges the leaf 
certain prayers, it will come in the stages, then he puts on the head 
and he makes it.  There’s a lot of secrecy in his cloth, in the Brahma 
Consciousness always covering, something putting and making 
covering, always connecting… there is a lot of secrecy mechanism, 
we can discussion later by the grace of Baba. 
 
Just practice the yantras that you like many times, also practice 
drawing in your mind the Sri Chakra yantra.  Once if you draw it 
1,000 times your fingers know how to draw it, then your mind 
started to know to draw it, then if you sit, you can make to draw.  
Finally, you can fix it and stay with it.  You’re keeping on drawing it, 
then you can become really master. It means implementing your 
mind capabilities.  Compared to that, this is nothing.  Bringing your 
own yantra is difficult, after filtering, filtering, filtering coming in one 
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or two, three. Any one you can choose, then through that with your 
personal mantra you can do wonders.  Then the different stages, you 
can go very deeperly to discussion a lot how it helps. Then to 
discussion on Shiva, Vishnu and Mother Divine, that three yantras, 
what is the symbol.  Why that famous, universal person Lord Shiva, 
he decided just to only take three lines, why is that?  And the Mother 
Divine, just three circles and one middle dot, Mother Divine is so 
attraction pretty with a lot of gold in the temples. 
 
The seventh one divine light means like a flame, like fire, always 
light, always seeing the light, you’re not seeing anything else, it just 
says the light is there.  You can practice with nine and then you can 
go back and forth which one you’re staying.  Mostly it goes to three, 
four and then to one, two.  Keep practicing.  If you can’t find yantra, 
you’re not a failure, there are some short cuts, but I want to see how 
many people jumps. Once you hook it, then God is your servant, God 
is your father, that’s his duty to take care of you.  Wherever you go, 
he’s always with you.  Of course he’s always with us, but you have to 
make a big commitment.  Once if you find him, then he started to 
follow you, whatever your desires, to make to put there through his 
energy from you. That’s the real heaven, enjoying, making pearl 
necklaces, two hundred bangles, outside surface pretty, it’s ok but 
inner prettiness, inner happiness you have to suck it.   
 
The seven cobras is a symbol. In Lord Venkateshwara they say seven 
hills, he’s staying on the top of the seven hills. Especially Lord 
Krishna chooses the cobra protection on his backside. Before, 
whenever he’s sending energy to anybody, first he will send the 
energy to the cobras.  Cobras energy means visions coming in your 
dreams, in your visions, it means his energy is flowing around you. It 
doesn’t make that much sense to the Indian tradition seven, nine, 
twenty-one, three, one.  Shiva always he’s putting one cobra in his 
neck.  Whenever he wants to send the energy, mostly he sends his 
water, like a fall down, water coming fall down on the cross of the 
moon, just one line of the moon. For Shiva, he’s a lot of siddhis 
purusha, a lot of miraculous powers person, to keep that balance 
energy for himself, to get the protection whenever he wants to giving 
the shaktis to somebody, first, he sends through that. He’s the only 
number one top guy to win Mother Divine.  
 
In Vishnu when he’s laying down on the cobra like a bed, he’s half 
sleeping watching entire the planet, he’s the highest miraculous in 
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the universe, entire the Mahabharata he take care. He did unbelievable 
miracles.  Finally, after all he done, he accepted, “Oh, I did a big 
drama, the world can learn a lot of message through this.” He created 
all the characters, he created the Pandavas, the Kauravas, making the 
deals in the gambling - they lost everything, the Pandavas….  Then 
the Kauravas went crazy in front of hundreds of thousands of 
people… Then Krishna sent his energy like a big siddhi, keeping the 
cloth sari flowing. If really Krishna thinks in the gambling they can 
win it, but Krishna he really wants to put some small illusions to 
teach a message to the world.  He can change the Kauravas, the big 
boss mind, not to happen the battlefield. Entire tradition, it’s 
happened, it’s a God leela.   
 
Why the cobra symbols means, who have the incredible supernatural 
power, the siddhis implementing, generally, according to Indian 
tradition, they puts the protection. Once if divine power is there, 
automatically the negative forces come.  If it is there it means, if once 
if seeing from the distance the negative spirits, or negative energies 
started to appear, a lot of powers is there.  If the cobra is coming in 
your visions it means your energy, you’re sucking it. Lord Ganesha 
travels on a rat.  Is it funny, Ganesh traveling on a rat?  If you started 
to think, it makes a little, not any sense, but once if you started to 
understand, there’s a lot of deepest meanings is there, that is Indian 
tradition.   
 

End of Talk 
 
 


